
Progressive iterations of the landing page from low-mid to high fidelity wireframing

- our users are not familiar with what Ripple Energy is/does, therefore they need 
straightforward and concise information to be able to understand;



- some participants defined Ripple Energy’ landing page as “a little confusing”, 
“complex”, “difficult” and “too technical”;



- some participants defined Ripple Energy’ landing page as “attractive”, 
“appealing” and “interesting”;



- approximate 30% of users drop off after seeing the cost estimate;



- some users are not aware that the Ripple slider can be moved;



- an average of 80% of users drop off before using the calculator, partly due to 
the existence of only one CTA button on the entire website to get a quote.




For confidentiality reasons I have omitted the actual values for these metrics.

Usability 
Testing

Results

- reduce height of the viewport on mobile and desktop. This will help users to 
access the necessary information first and then select additional one; 



- reinforce the green benefits for joining Ripple Energy to increase user 
engagement;



- clarify the different costs/payments to Ripple Energy and to the supplier 
partner;



- review and concise the content of the pages and improve UX.




For confidentiality reasons I have omitted the actual values for these metrics.

Possible Solutions

Key Changes

We were ready to start testing!




We decided to:



- collect data from Google Analytics and Hotjar;



- conducted A/B tests and desirability testing with 5-7 participants for the website 
landing page.



We aimed to understand if the landing page was effectively communicating the intended 
message and improve the overall website usability, navigation and interaction.  






Iteration We decided to start again . . . 



Well not again, but working backwards to perfection. 



I started by iterating the existing wireframes with the results of the collected data 
in a close collaboration with the rest of the team.



Final 
Designs

Ripple Energy website was designed as a responsive website, as it was important to make 
it accessible in all devices. 



Below is the Ripple Energy homepage on the breakpoints for three of the most used 
devices. 

It was great to be able to be part of the beginning of this project. It was a complete 
design and rebuild from scratch!

       

Ripple Energy offers a unique product which on itself is very challenging. It was 
highly important to build a platform, as easy and pain-free as possible for the user 
whilst ensuring consistency across platforms.



I've learned a lot from this project by working alongside an experienced and diverse 
team. From establishing processes and ways of working, receiving feedback, making 
informed design decision to understanding customer journeys that helped to uncover new 
problems to solve and ultimately build a better product.


Takeways

- all the content was reviewed aiming to achieve clear and concise information;


- font was changed to Montserrat to achieve better readability;


- one unique UI design for the CTA button “Get a quote” to be easily identified by the 

user and trigger action;


- specific and tailored FAQ’s were added to the end of the pages;


- overall improvement of accessibility throughout the website was made;


- Ripple slider was redesigned;


- “Why Ripple” page was removed;


- UI design throughout the website was changed;


- dropdowns were used to give choice to the user for additional information.


HOMEPAGE

- What is Ripple


- How to join Ripple


- Why choose Ripple


- Awards and publications


- Social media icons


- Sitemap 


- Contact us

- Key steps of the process 


- Unique benefit points


- Page FAQ


- Indicative quote estimation  


- Customisation of energy requirements


- Green benefits


- Page FAQ

HOW IT WORKSABOUT US

KNOWN ELECTRICITY DEMAND

- Input form

UNKNOWN ELECTRICITY DEMAND

- Calculator

WIND FARM OWNERSHIP CALCULATION

CALCULATION RESULTS

- CEO story

- Who we are

- Experties




BLOG FAQ PRE-REGISTRATION

- Pre-registration form
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  Graphic Designer and activist


    London

Age

Profession

Location

- Anna cares about the environment and wants to reduce 
her carbon footprint;

- She wants to find products that resonate her ethical 
values, lifestyle and are sustainable;

- Loves travelling everywhere;

- Anna would like to find like-minded people that feel 
the way she does;

- She looks forward to innovative technologies and 
accurate and factual information about ethical products;

- She has a smart meter and wants to change soon to a 
green electricity tariff.

- She is vegan, practices yoga and has a zero-waste 
lifestyle;

- She spends in total up to 15h per day working and 
browsing social media channels on her mobile phone, 
laptop and desktop;

- She only buys sustainable clothing and organic food;

- She owns a 2 bedroom flat;

- Avoids flying when she needs to go away, preferring 
biking, train or bus;

- She participates and organises climate change awareness 
events, especially in the latest green renewables’ 
technologies and sustainable energy practices.


- She feels that installing solar panels are very 
expensive and probably not able to have them in her roof;

- She doesn’t have enough information regarding the 
current green electricity tariffs;

- Often concern about misleading 
companies/product/service information.

Anna

Needs & Goals

Behaviours

Challenges

Sitemap


To start off, I created a provisional persona of a potential Ripple Energy customer 
based on online research and my understanding of people who I knew would be interested 
in being supplied with green electricity. 



This persona was created with assumptions and not fully research-based, but throughout 
the project it was developed and updated, as per data collected. 



Creating a User Persona guided my design decisions and priorities based upon the needs 
and goals of the potential users.


This research helped me to understand how the users would navigate Ripple Energy 
website with the aim of pre-registering. Additionally, the users would use Ripple 
Energy calculator to get an indicative wind farm ownership quote, based on their’s 
yearly electricity consumption.

Wireframing 
and 
Prototyping


I sketched out some ideas in pen and paper that than were refined and redrew into 
low-fidelity wireframes using Adobe XD.



This gave me the opportunity to be able to prototype, allowing the users to interact 
with the product and test it.

User 
Persona

- Simple, clear and straightforward switching process (3 steps: quote, create account 

and payment);


- Good hierarchy of information, clear CTA’s and green benefits, reminding users why 

they should join;


- Use of the most recent visual trends - flat illustrations and images;


- Header with the essentials to make the switch, get help, know more about the company 

and a blog/community;


- Their design system is available online;


- High customer engagement, good customer service and reward system (refer a friend, 

donate to charity, carbon tracker, etc)


- Known for their participative and highly engaged community.




- Dark mode view - quite relevant, sustainable and environmentally friendly; however the 

neon colours’ choices were not the best in my opinion as it makes it hard to read;


- Straightforward process to make the switch (5 steps), but a lot of unorganized 

information that took me a while to go through;


- Highlighting their Trustpilot results;


- Simple and clear header where the user can easily access all the information needed;


- Personalised smart meter installation service;


- Options to make donations to WWF and plant trees;


- Offer tariff choices;


- Known for their participative and engaged community and the Octopus mascot.



note: Octopus Energy updated their website at the end of 2019. Therefore, some of the above may no longer apply.


- Simple switching process (3 steps: quote, choose a tariff and create account and 

payment) - however, the progress of the process is not clear, there is no progress bar 

or other indications;


- Good hierarchy of information, clear CTA’s and green benefits, reminding users why 

they should join;


- Website is easy to navigate with information how to make the switch, get help (fixed 

on the page), know more about the company and their products and a blog;


- Offer different green tariffs with clear information, its calculation and emphasising 

the green benefits;


- Highlighting their awards and the Trustpilot results;


- Tonik is the first UK energy supplier offering and installing Tesla Powerwall.




My Role

Ripple Energy offers a completely new and innovative concept. One which has never been 
done in the UK and accessible to the majority of the population.



The ambition was to create a B2C platform (website and dashboard) which is easy to use 
for everyone, everywhere; deeply engaging, innovative, relevant and transparent.



This also involved designing their MVP features, building up their design system, 
deliver prototypes to show case features, user testing and overall optimization of the 
UX/UI design.

          

Ripple Energy doesn’t have any direct competitors.



However, Ripple Energy would be working with suppliers and companies that make product 
switches through their website. 



Therefore, I have chosen 3 companies and analysed their website aiming to understand 
their challenges and the website usability, accessibility and user engagement with the 
product.

The 
Challenge

The 
Process

Competitive 
Analysis

In 2019, the U.K. Parliament declared a climate change emergency. Hence, following campaigns and mass 
protests worldwide. I joined Ripple Energy a few months after the government declarations. 



Ripple Energy is a start-up company that wants to make green energy ownership affordable for households 
nationwide. For the first time ever in the UK, people have the opportunity to own part of a wind farm, 
reducing both their carbon footprint and electricity bills each month.




To comply with my non-disclosure agreement, I have omitted and obfuscated confidential information in this case study. All information in this 
case study is my own and does not necessarily reflect the views of Ripple Energy.

Ripple Energy website

Product Designer.



In addition, I worked alongside a Brand Creative Lead, a Marketing Director, a Product 
Manager, a Graphic Designer and a Web Developer.



I was part of the ambitious project of designing .



The website was launched globally on the 4th of November 2019.

Whiteboard showing some of the user flows 

Low fidelity wireframes using Adobe XD

Sole Product Designer 

Case Study 


